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President’s Message 
 
Hello everyone. Tom and I are back from Florida and glad to be. I just wish that the snow would stop - every 

year when we get home it snows. 

I want to thank Sharon and Johnny for looking after the bar when we were away. 

Thanks to Shirley Morris, Brian Goss and Johnny Villeneuve for their hard work. 

I am very pleased to inform you that our request for funds from Veteran Affairs Canada to make the much 

needed repairs on our cenotaph was approved and the work will start on April 30th. 

We will be having our annual visit from Perley Rideau Veterans on May 15th. Please mark this date on your 
calendar - the vets really enjoy coming to our Legion, especially the socializing with our veterans and mem-

bers. They will arrive at 11:30 so please be at the Legion by 11:15. 

Every year we volunteer at the Perley Rideau Veterans Hospital with the Bingo and Pub Nights. This year the 
Bingo Night is on June 6th and the Pub Night is on June 20th. At the Bingo Night we provide a cake and help 
to assist the veterans with bingo and at the Pub Night we provide entertainment and snacks. If you are able to 

take part in either of these, please e-mail me at janelouks@rogers.com or 613-838-3244. 

I have been told that our members who have their CPR must be updated each year. To update your CPR train-
ing or if you would be interested in getting CPR training, please contact me at 613-838-3244 or 

janelouks@rogers.com. 

Yours in Comradeship 

Jane Louks 

You’re Invited 

 
Charter  Night/Honours & Awards Dinner 

Saturday, June 2, 2018 

 

It is the 45th Anniversary of the Richmond Legion 

Please contact Shirley Morris at 613-838-3721 for tickets. 
 

If you would like to nominate someone for an award,  
please contact Past President Brian Goss at 613-838-4269 

 
Remember we only have this dinner once every 2 years so don’t waste 

the opportunity to acknowledge and attend.  



   
          Club 55    

    
Hi folks, it has been brought to my attention that the next Club 55 meeting is the last one for this year and will 
set the agenda (events, luncheons, Christmas dinner) etc. for the 2018-19 year. The meeting 

is scheduled for 11 am on 3 May 2018. 

It has also been suggested that we have a lunch – soup and sandwiches. This would be at no 
cost and Mary and Hector  would set up the lunch, make the soup and provide the fixings for 

you to make your own sandwiches. 

What is now needed is that you respond to Brian Goss at the Branch or at 613-838-4269. Do this as soon as pos-
sible as time is marching on and we need a number in order to determine how much food is needed.  
 
Don’t forget we are also having the annual elections at this meeting. 
 

 

Brian Goss 
 

      

Membership Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poppy 
 

We had three applications for bursaries this year and my committee agreed that we would grant three $1000 
bursaries and the three applicants have been notified.  
 
Congratulations to  Hailey Judd-Lunt, Emily Ferguson and Zach Attar.  
 
Thanks to Tom Louks for all the work he did on applying for funding to have much needed repairs done to our 
cenotaph. The curved wall forming the back of the cenotaph is badly in need of repair so it is great that this will 
be taken care of this year before it gets worse.  Thanks again Tom. 
 

Wendy Ryan 
 

Last Post 

 

Gerry Gauthier 

March 25 2018 
 

We will remember them... 



  

   Ways & Means 
 
The Spring Fling was on Saturday April 21 2018 and 96 tickets were sold - the most for any event in a long 
time! Dinner was excellent - ham, meatballs, chicken drumsticks, rice, potato salad, carrot salad, pasta salad, 
jelly salad, devilled eggs, cheese platters, pickles, buns, homemade pineapple upside down cake, tea, coffee 
and I am pretty sure I missed a few things. But there was plenty of food and plenty of help - thanks to the 14 
people who showed up to help set up the hall and thanks to the kitchen help that evening - we had 5 ladies 
working in the kitchen (Jane, Shirley, Joan, Marg and myself) as well two student helpers -  one of whom 
sang a couple of songs with Pam & Doug!  I think the kitchen was all cleaned up by 9:15 pm. 
 
Of course there was a big crowd which is par for the course when we have Pam & Doug Champagne provid-
ing the music -  and they kept the dance floor pretty busy as well.  That used to happen m ore often at our Le-
gion and we should put our heads together and see if we can’t try to make that happen on a more regular ba-
sis!  
 
Pam & Doug added a new twist to the evening when they had couples take to the floor for a slow song BUT 
everyone was blind folded and when the music stopped they had to reach out their hand and partner up with 
the first person they touched - dance some more, the music stopped and reach out and take the first person 
they touched as a new partner. This happened 3 or 4 times during the song and in the end two guys won the 
dance by being together under the designated “winners” spot! Of course there were several “safety persons” 
on the dance floor who were not blind folded or dancing to steer the dancers away from obstacles and other 
couples and to help some find new partners!  It was very entertaining to watch not sure how the dancers felt.  
Mind you Doug told everyone they were going to play a slow song and everyone got up and then he told them 
about the blind folds! 
 
It was a very good time with some new faces attending. Thanks to everyone! 
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Oscar & Joyce Clench (left) and  
Keith & MaryLou Thurrott 
(right) take a turn around the 
dance floor. 

Help Wanted 
 

We are in need of cleaners for the hall so if you or someone you know is interested, 

please  contact Johnny Villeneuve at 613-838-2548. 



  

Sports 
 
The final night of darts was on Friday, April 13, 2018 and it was a busy evening. Dinner was served at  
6:45 pm, a little late but we had to give everyone a change to get there and no one seemed to mind waiting.. 
(Thank you to Jane Louks, Mary Foley and Shirley Morris for their work in catering the dinner).  
 
After dinner Side A and Side B played off to determine the winners of each side and team 16:  Eric Van Gaal, 
Loretta Dean & Chris Kemp defeated team 13: Ron St Jean, Amy England & Tim Schrader to win Side A 
while team 8: Chris Lepsenyi, Allan Crocker and Paulina O’Connor defeated team 11: Larry Jackson, Rosalind 
White and Herb Lytle to win Side B.   
 
This year we had a band to provide music so after the above games were played we had some music for awhile 
then handed out the awards. Team 1: Bernie Roosen, Ray Huet and Peter Neidy had the most wins for the 
regular season. Men’s high score and most doubles went to Geoff Kilabuk and Ladies High Score went to 
Lana Muldoon and Ladies most doubles went to Cathie Lytle.  
 
I have to mention the amazing team of spares that we had this year—over 20! They did a great job of filling in 
every week. 
 
It was a great season of darts thanks to Cathie & Tim Lytle who will be returning next year to run the show. 
And it was a great final night with lots of winners, lots of prizes and music for everyone to enjoy and everyone 
stayed around till the music stopped.  
 
Thanks again to everyone for coming out and thanks to Jane Louks and Shirley Morris for taking care of the 
Christmas lunch and the dinner for the final night.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Season Winners Peter Neidy, Ray Huet & Bernie Roosen (left). 
Winners side Chris Lepsenyi, Paulina O’Connor & Al Crocker.  
(Bottom) 
Side A runners up: Larry Jackson, Herb Lytle & Rosalind White 
(bottom left) 
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Engineering, Excavation  
And Site Work 

 

• Engineering services 
• and parking lot construction 
• Septic systems design and installation 
• Excavation and backfill 
• Sewer and water installation and repair 
• Site decommissioning and remediation 
• Heavy equipment rental 

 
6206 Perth Street, Richmond, Ontario K0A 2Z0 

Ph-613-838-RABB (7222)  Fax -613 838-3364 

Antique Tool Still In Use  --  Do you know what it is? 

Tobacco Smoke Enema Kit  (1750s – 1810s)    
 
The tobacco enema was used to infuse tobacco 
smoke into a patient's rectum for various medical 
purposes, but primarily the resuscitation of 
drowning victims. 
A rectal tube inserted into the anus was con-
nected to a fumigator and bellows that forced the 
smoke into the rectum. The warmth of the smoke 
was thought to promote respiration. 
Doubts about the credibility of tobacco enemas 
led to the popular phrase "blowing smoke up your 
ass". 
As you are most likely aware, this odd tool is still 

heavily used by all levels of government. 



 
Rituals & Awards Manual 

 
Pages 123 to 137 details the proper procedures Large Assemblies, Conventions & other occasions 

(marching on the Colours, marching off the Colours) Order of Precedence for the flags; Branch Colour 

Party and Massed Branch Colour Party; Basic Drill Movements ( Words f Command, Positions etc) 

 

Page 137 to  140 

 

COMPLIMENTS AND WREATH-LAYING PROCEDURES  
 
1014. Hand Saluting.  
With the paying of Compliments being formal marks of trust and courtesy, the military hand salute is noted 
as a traditional demonstration of showing respect and in particular, respect for office. Although the method 
of saluting varies under the circumstances, the paying of compliments is a fundamental requirement that is 
indispensable to service discipline.  
 
1015. Method.  
a. Unification of the Canadian Armed Forces brought us a different method of hand salute, with the head 

held high, bringing the right hand smartly to a position over the right eyebrow, with the palm facing 
down, the fingers fully extended and the elbow perpendicular to the shoulder. The motion is short way 
up – short way down. The Royal Canadian Legion has adopted this method. Saluting with arms is an 
entirely different discipline and because members don’t usually salute with arms, this section will deal 
only with the Hand Salute; 

 b. So, while methods do vary, a couple of things remain constant in delivering a Hand Salute; 
     i. The compliment is always offered by the junior ranking person to an officer or another senior posi-
tioned person. The person receiving the compliment will acknowledge the salute by returning it, providing 
that he is in uniform and wearing headdress. If not in uniform or in uniform but not wearing headdress, he 
will acknowledge the compliment by standing or sitting at attention for a brief moment;  
    ii. The Hand Salute is never offered unless the junior ranking person is in uniform complete with head-
dress. If not wearing headdress, the compliment will be offered by smartly coming to attention until the 
compliment is acknowledged.  
c. In Canada, military compliments are only officially paid to the Sovereign; the Governor-General; mem-
bers of the Royal Family; recognized foreign royalty; foreign heads of state or government; the Prime Min-
ister; the Minister and Associate Minister of National Defence; Lieutenant-Governors and commissioned 
Officers as well as notable exceptions; 
d. There are, of course, many exceptions including Remembrance parades; dealing with flags; at funeral ser-
vices, etc. For those interested in the exceptions as they apply to the military, you can search on the internet 
for, “THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES MANUAL OF DRILL AND CEREMONIAL” and you’ll find 
them.  
 
1016. Legion Saluting. 
 a. The Legion, of course, recognizes saluting to be a form of presenting a greeting and paying respect and as 
noted the Legion adopted the current Canadian Armed Forces form of the Hand Salute;  
b. For Legion purposes, saluting when wearing headdress will or will not be done on the following occa-
sions; i. Legion Officers in charge of formed parties or groups will salute during the playing of “O Canada”, 
“Last Post”, “Rouse”, the “Royal Anthem” and/or the “Vice Regal Salute” and during the march past;  



 ii. Legion members in Legion Dress, wearing headdress, who are spectators at an event and are not part of a 
formed body will salute during the playing of “O Canada”; “Last Post”; “Rouse”; the “Royal Anthem” and/or 
the “Vice Regal Salute”. It is also customary to salute the Colours as they are being marched past;  
iii. Members formed up on parade and who are within a formed body shall not salute during the playing of “O 
Canada”, “Last Post”, “Rouse”, the “Royal Anthem” and/or the “Vice Regal Salute” nor during the march 
past. During a march past, these members, with the exception of those carrying colours in colour parties, will 
react to the command, “EYES RIGHT” or “EYES LEFT”;  
iv. Further, members within a “Formed Body” shall not salute when Colours and/or the National Flag are pa-
raded before the group. Only the senior member in charge of the group will salute;  
 
Definition: A formed body is a parade structure of 2 or more ranks with a Senior member in charge.  
 
v. Salutes will not be held during the “Silence”;  
vi. Procedures for saluting at Funeral Services/ Graveside Services are noted in this manual at Sections 1309., 
1314. and 1320;  
vii. There may be other circumstances that require members to offer compliments. Members are advised to 
consult “THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES MANUAL OF DRILL AND CEREMONIAL” for guidance. 
 
1017. Why is it that Legion officers are rarely saluted?  
a. Legion Officers are certainly saluted when they are reviewing parades, however, the likely answer is that 
we traditionally drop our rank at the door when we join the Legion. The secondary likely answer is that most 
current Legion Officers are not “commissioned officers” as prescribed in Canadian Armed Forces regulations; 
b. In certain circumstances, normally parade oriented, it is appropriate for a Legion member to salute a Senior 
Legion Member or Military Officer/ Dignitary out of respect for the Senior Office.  
 
1018. Wreath laying. 
 a. There are many occasions when members will be called upon to either place a wreath or to be a wreath 
bearer. When placing a wreath, the person placing the wreath and the bearer should march together to the me-
morial or cenotaph, with the bearer slightly behind and to the left of the person placing the wreath. In certain 
circumstances, it would be permissible for the wreath bearer to march to the right of the person laying the 
wreath if that person required assistance to the designated area where the wreath is to be placed. The individu-
als will halt and the bearer will hand the wreath, with the ribbon or banner facing the person laying the 
wreath. The wreath layer will step forward if necessary and place the wreath in the designated location. Upon 
placing the wreath, the wreath layer and the bearer take one step backward, salute, turn right and march back 
to their position; 
b. In some ceremonies, poppies are laid on wreaths that have been placed for that purpose. If this is to be the case, 
then the person placing the poppy shall march up to the wreath, halt and kneel forward and place the poppy. After 
the poppy has been placed on the wreath, the person shall resume the position, take one-step backward, salute, turn 
right and march back to their position;  
c. The above-noted wreath-laying procedures are appropriate for outdoor or indoor cenotaph services, providing 
that the bearer is wearing headdress. For any Legion purpose, members not wearing headdress shall not salute but 
will acknowledge the situation by coming smartly to the position of attention.  
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Help Wanted 
 
We are in need of cleaners for the hall so if you or someone you know is interested, 

please  contact Johnny Villeneuve at 613-838-2548. 



  

Another New  Reflection 
 

Reflection: Mark 6:30-34, 53-56 (2018) 

 
“I think that we human beings have a compass, a mysterious compass, which leads us to 
do what is right.” – Jean Vanier 
 
This is the quote chosen as the precursor for “Summer in the Forest” – a 2017 documen-

tary which tells the story of L’Arche, a community first founded by Jean Vanier in 1964 at “the edge of a 
beautiful forest near Paris” – a warm, accepting and safe haven for individuals with developmental disabilities 
and their caregivers. Presently there are close to 147 L’Arche chapters in 37 countries representing every con-
tinent. In Canada alone there are 29 of these communities from Cape Breton to Vancouver Island, including 
one in Ottawa. If you go to the L’Arche Canada website, you’ll notice a caption which highlights the over-
arching mission of the L’Arche movement, “Help us build a world where everyone belongs...” 
 
We might not have a picture perfect photo of what Jesus physically looked like but we do have, based upon 
his teachings, his behaviors and actions and what others have said about him, a fairly good idea of his per-
sonal attributes. Certainly one of the most obvious ones was Jesus’ inexhaustible compassionate demeanor – a 
trait which has led Christians over the ages to claim that Jesus is the Way, the Truth and the Life for them. 
Not only did Jesus speak the truth about each person’s innate goodness and beauty, not only did Jesus model 
how to live an enriched and abundant life of purpose, meaning and love, but perhaps even more importantly 
Jesus embodied the way of compassion. Jesus models this way of compassion as the birthright of every single 
human being – it’s embedded in our DNA, it’s the “mysterious compass which leads us to do what is right” - 
and it’s at the very heart of what Jesus professed so fervently, the “Kingdom of God” – a “worldview” similar 
to L’Arche’s mission – of building a world where everyone belongs. 
 
In Hebrew and in Aramaic, the language that Jesus spoke, “compassion” has a grammatical affinity with 
“womb”. It’s about being moved deeply by the suffering of another to do something – to put ourselves in 
someone else’s shoes – to feel what they must be going through. Compassion is both a feeling and a way of 
being that flows out of that feeling –– it’s naturally emotive. In the Buddhist tradition the “compassionate 
way” is describe as three pillars: 1) The courage to see 2) The courage to feel and 3) The courage to act. It’s 
interesting to note that in our Gospel narrative this morning from St. Mark each of these three “pillars” is 
highlighted  – in v. 30 – 32, Jesus “sees and feels” how physically tired, weary and hungry the apostles are 
due to their recent travels after sharing his teachings. In v.33 -34, Jesus “sees” a large crowd approach them, 
“feels” how desperate they are for care and attention and “acts” by responding to their need and teaching 
“them many things".  I n v.53 – 56, Jesus “sees”, “feels” and “acts” as he and his apostles land on Gentile 
territory, travelling throughout the land and ministering to the needs of all they come in contact with. The 
latter example is a clear indication that “compassion” and “partiality” are incompatible. Jesus’ compassion is 
inclusive - it extends to Jew and Gentile alike. True compassion is colour blind and does not discriminate 
based on race, language, gender, sexual orientation or set of beliefs. In the majority of instances feeling some-
one else’s “suffering” will lead directly to action. It may be as spontaneous and brief as holding someone’s 
hand or offering a hug or it can be more involved and long term as in the case of advocating for  better living 
conditions for the poor and the homeless or petitioning for more financial resources to be allocated towards 
mental health issues and addiction prevention and rehabilitation programs. In the early part of April of this 
year, Russell Ontario’s own Jonathan Pitre had just passed away at the tender age of 17 in a Minnesota Hospi-
tal. Jonathan, also affectionately known as the “butterfly child” and his mother Tina have not  (continued next 



 only raised awareness of the painful skin disease, epidermolysis bullosa (EB) which Jonathan was afflicted 
with since birth, but in doing so touched deeply the lives of countless people. Their demonstration of courage, 
strength and perseverance along with Jonathan’s eloquent guest appearances, infectious smile, good nature 
and positive attitude on life have been nothing less than inspirational.  He was, as one news report com-
mented, “our generation’s Terry Fox”.  Then a few days later the entire country and hockey community was 
left in shock and grief after hearing about a fatal crash in rural Saskatchewan which involved a collision be-
tween a junior hockey team’s bus and a tractor trailer. The terrible incident claimed the lives of 16 people, 10 
of whom were players for the Humboldt Broncos Hockey Team all aged 21 years old or younger, 6 others 
were team personnel, and 13 people were injured. Just over 15 million dollars was raised through 
“GoFundMe” along with an unbelievable outpouring of love and support worldwide. For those who are 
closely affiliated with either Jonathan or the Humboldt Hockey Team tragedy their sense of loss and grief is 
very personal and profound, for the rest of us living “outside” of the inner circle, stories like these bring tears 
to our eyes, a deep sense of sorrow and “awaken” within us the human capacity for compassion and, as is 
evident in so many instances, in the midst of human suffering when compassion manifests itself anything 
seems possible – anything is possible! However, what seems rather curious is that although human beings can 
demonstrate unbelievable compassion at times, we can also demonstrate a cold, unloving lack of concern for 
the other – we can have uncharitable thoughts or judge people quickly based upon our preconceived bias, we 
can respond harshly and defensively when we feel that our “way of life” is being threatened or changed, we 
can become critical, resentful and jealous towards others whom we perceive to be benefiting at our expense 
from their particular status, usually  those who are in greater need. 
 
It seems as if when we feel “connected” with other human beings we can be compassionate, when we feel 
“disconnected” from other human beings we can become apathetic, self-absorbed, unreasonable and uncaring. 
And here lies our challenge as those who strongly desire to follow Jesus in faith – I would like to suggest this 
morning that in order to build a “world where everyone belongs” – in order to experience the fullness and 
wholeness of the Kingdom of God, compassion must be embraced as a way of life rather than randomly dem-
onstrated through isolated events. Angela of Foligno, a Franciscan mystic of the 14th century, once said, “As 
we see, so we love. The more perfectly and purely we see, the more perfectly and purely we love”. Every day 
there are circumstances where humanity is showing signs of being “awake”, “responsive”, and 
“compassionate”. These are significant moments of opportunity that can be built upon – moments of opportu-
nity which can become the catalyst for a deeper and broader understanding of the inter-connectedness that we 
all share with each other and with all that exists. The path doesn’t have to end with Jonathan Pitre or the 
Humboldt Broncos Hockey Team or with any other personal experience or heartbreaking story that touches us 
to our very core, at least not according to what Angela proposes, “The more perfectly and purely we see, the 
more perfectly and purely we love”. In doing so we become more sensitive and accepting – gentle in speech, 

caring in action and our vision becomes less and less 
impaired by our fear and our judgments. Our lives are a 
spiritual journey towards perfection and purity – a spiri-
tual journey in becoming who we are meant to be - what 
it means to be fully human, loving and compassionate. 
Amen 
 

Fr Michel 
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Feel free to enter the  

Peacefulness of the  

Quiet Garden at  

St John The Baptist Anglican Church  

Fowler & York Sts. Richmond.  

Walk the path of the Labyrinth. 

Join us for worship on Sundays 

       838-6075 or 838-9643 



 Points to Ponder 
 
IT’S ALL GARBAGE:  Let me get this straight….About half the population of Ottawa uses a green bin. 
(I’d like to know how many of the other half live in apartments where they’ve yet to figure out how to make 
the whole recycling thing work, but I digress…) 
 
The city somehow thinks that if they let us use plastic bags and put dog poop in the green bins, the non-users 
will suddenly find the time and inspiration to sort their organics from the rest of their garbage. And, if anyone 
thought odours were a problem before, wait until the doggie-do gets added in July. 
 
Then, of course, there’s the really massive hole in the city’s plan….Orgaworld, which is already 
taking us to the  contractual cleaners, will have to separate the plastic bags from the rest of the 
organic matter and send them  to…..you guessed it – the landfill. 
 
Questions, so many questions: 
 
Aren’t we supposed to be getting rid of plastics? How exactly does this help?  How much more 
will this cost? Will people just chuck bags of random garbage into their green bins and make one less trip to 
the end of the driveway? (I suspect the answer is yes.) Will someone get smart and start offering compostable 
plastic bags at an affordable price? Will grocery stores make all their bags recyclable, or just not supply any 
at all? (I suspect the answer is no.) 
 
For those who do make the effort to recycle, we’re now told we’re doing it all wrong. Tiny particles of food 
on blue bin items make them useless, apparently. Picture the family of four – two working parents, two very 
busy kids. Not only do they have to worry about cooking dinner and washing the dishes, but they’re expected 
to scrub every item they want to put in the blue box.  And how much time are they expected to spend explain-
ing to their kids that the Kleenex goes in the green bin; the foil goes in the blue bin, if it doesn’t have food 
stuck to it, but if it does, it goes in the garbage…..And who knows where the broken action figure be-
longs…… 
 
 
MR. DRESSUP:  Our prime minister seems to enjoy sporting unusual wardrobe items, so 
I’m suggesting a full line of “I’m sorry – for everything” clothing – T-shirts, sweatshirts, 
hats, socks, ties……. After he failed to get the Pope to apologize for residential schools, 
maybe we could add “and you should be, too.” It’s perfect – he wouldn’t have to keep on 
making smarmy mea culpas and we wouldn’t have to keep on listening to them.  
 
 
WILL IT NEVER END? The entire village seems to be one big construction zone these 
days….I hope all the buyers of the new overpriced cheek-by-jowl homes appreciate the sacrifices the rest of 
us are making in advance of their arrival. When they suck up all the water at my well’s level, I’ll be sure to 
pop over to welcome them – and ask if I can take a shower.  The city and developers swear this won’t hap-
pen, but last time I checked, water flows down, not up. 
 

Continue on next page... 



  
SPEAKING OF CONSTRUCTION:  On one of the many sites in town, the driver missed the steel plates 
that were put down to keep his truck from sinking into the mud….The truck ended up on its side in the mas-
sive hole he was helping to fill. On another site, drivers thought they’d use a narrow driveway on a private 
business’s property to access their work site. After they damaged the building and two customers’ cars, that 
brilliant plan came to a screeching halt. Who’s paying for all this? Let’s hope it’s the contractors, not the tax-
payer or the taxpayers’ insurance companies. I can hardly wait for the bridge project. It should take me 10 
minutes to drive to a friend’s place who lives a block and a half away. Yes, I could walk, but what if I have 
stuff to carry?…. I’ve already had to complain about bridge workers parking at the corner of Royal York and 
McBean, making a right turn onto McBean a life-threatening experience. Wonder of wonders, I got an imme-
diate response, and the problem was rectified the next day, but I fear for what will happen when the serious 
work on the bridge begins. More workers, more personal vehicles…..The nearby park will only accommo-
date a limited number – and park users won’t be very happy when they can’t find a spot to unload their kay-
aks and canoes. Perhaps I should consider renting spaces in my driveway – then perhaps I could afford to fix 
all the cracks that have appeared as a result of the constant truck traffic from the even-closer sewer pro-
ject….. 
 
WHICH PART OF OUT IN OUTAGE DON’T YOU GET?  Everyone ex-
pected power outages during the recent ice event…..Hydro Ottawa’s automated 
power outage system happily informed me that the power was out in many areas. 
Then it told me to get more details on its website. If I had power, I could do that. 
But if I had power, why would I want to? I do have a cell phone, but it performs 
strictly as a phone, which I thought would be all I required when I needed infor-
mation from Hydro. Foiled again. 
 
 JUDGE JUDGED:  Remember the Calgary judge who said she felt afraid in a room full of “big, dark peo-
ple” before she gave a speech?  The Canadian Judicial Council has ruled “she does not harbour racist views.” 
She’s taken a few courses on appropriate subjects, just in case, but she’s still on the bench.  Anyone who’s 
big, dark and criminally inclined should move to Edmonton. 
 

Lynne Owen 
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COINCIDENCE 
 
A chicken farmer went to the local bar. He sat next to a woman and ordered champagne. 
The woman said : "How strange, I also just ordered a glass of champagne." 
"What a coincidence," said the farmer, who added, "It is a special day for me. I am celebrating" 
"It is a special day for me too, I am also celebrating!" said the woman. 
"What a coincidence." said the farmer. 
While they toasted, the farmer asked, "What are you celebrating?" 
"My husband and I have been trying to have a child for years, and today, my gynecologist told me that I 
was pregnant." 
"What a coincidence," said the man. "I am a chicken farmer and for years all my hens were infertile, but 
now they are all set to lay fertilized eggs." 
"This is awesome," said the woman. "What did you do for your chickens to become fertile?" 
"I used a different rooster," he said. 
The woman smiled and said, "What a coincidence." 



  
Hello -- I  have questions! 

 
Why isn't the number 11 pronounced onety-one? 
 

If 4 out of 5 people SUFFER from diarrhea...does that mean that one out of five enjoys it? 
 

Why do croutons come in airtight packages?   Aren't they just stale bread to begin with? 
 

If people from Poland are called Poles, then why aren't people from Holland called Holes? 
 

If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled? 
 

Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist, but a person who drives a race car is not called a racist? 
  
If it's true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are the others here for? 
 

If lawyers are disbarred and clergymen defrocked, then doesn't it follow that electricians can be delighted, 
musicians denoted, cowboys deranged, models deposed, tree surgeons debarked, and dry cleaners depressed? 
 

Do Lipton Tea employees take 'coffee breaks?' 
 

What hair color do they put on the driver's licenses of bald  men? 
 

I thought about how mothers feed their babies with tiny little spoons and forks, so I wondered what do Chi-
nese mothers use - toothpicks? 
 

Why do they put pictures of criminals up in the Post Office? What are we supposed to do, write to 
them?  Why don't they just put their pictures on the postage stamps so the mailmen can look for them while 
they deliver the  mail? 
 

Is it  true that you never really learn to swear until you learn to drive? 
 

If a cow laughed, would milk come out of her nose? 
 

Whatever happened to Preparations A through G? 
 

Why, why, why do we press harder on the remote control when we know the batteries are getting weak? 
 

Why do banks charge a fee due to insufficient funds when they already know you're broke? 
 

Why is it that when someone tells you that there are one billion stars in the universe you believe them, but if 
they tell you there is wet paint you have to touch it to check? 
 

Why doesn't Tarzan have a beard? 
 

Why does Superman stop bullets with his chest, but ducks when you throw a revolver at him? 
 

Why did Kamikaze pilots wear helmets? 
 

Whose cruel idea was it to put an "s" in the word "lisp"? 
 

If people evolved from apes, why are there still apes? 
 

Why is it that, no matter what color bubble bath you use, the bubbles are always white? 
 

Is there ever a day that mattresses are not on sale? 

Jack Lemyre 



  

Top 10 Complaints from Dogs 

 
'1'    Blaming your farts on me.....   not funny... not funny at all!  
  

'2'     Yelling at me for barking...       I'M A DAMN DOG!  

 

'3'       Taking me for a walk, then  not letting me check stuff out.   Exactly whose 
walk is this anyway?  

'4'      Any trick that involves balancing  food on my nose. Stop it!   
 

5'     Any haircut that involves bows or ribbons.   Now you know why we chew 
your stuff up when you're not home.  
 

'6'      The slight of hand, fake fetch throw.  You fooled a dog! Whoooo 
Hoooooooo what  a proud moment for the top of the food chain!  
 

'7'      Taking me to the vet for 'the big snip', then acting    surprised when I freak out every time we go back!  
 

-'8'     Getting upset when I sniff the crotches of your guests.   Sorry, but I haven't quite mastered that hand-
shake thing yet.  
 
'9'  Dog sweaters. Hello?  Haven't you noticed the fur?    
 

'10'     How you act disgusted when I lick myself.    Look, we both know the truth. 
You're just jealous.  
 
Now lay off me on some of these things.  We both know who's boss here!  You don't 
see me picking up your poop do you? 
 

 EVERY DOG HAS HIS DAY.  

A DOG ALWAYS OFFERS UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.  

CATS HAVE TO THINK ABOUT IT!  
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Humour 

 

Miss Beatrice, the church organist, 5was in her eighties, had never been married. She was admired for 

her sweetness and kindness to all. One afternoon the pastor came to call on her and she showed him 

into her quaint sitting room. She invited him to have a seat while she prepared tea. As he sat facing her 

old Hammond organ, the young minister noticed a cut glass bowl sitting on top of it. The bowl was filled 

with water, in the water floated of all things, a condom! When she returned with tea and scones, they 

began to chat. The pastor tried to stifle his curiosity about the bowl of water, it’s strange floater, but 

soon it got the better of him he could no longer resist. 'Miss Beatrice', he said, 'I wonder if you would 

tell me about this? pointing to the bowl. 'Oh, yes,' she replied, 'Isn't it wonderful? I was walking 

through the park a few months ago and I found this little package on the ground. The directions said to 

place it on the organ, keep it wet, that it would prevent the spread of disease. Do you know I haven't had 

the flu all winter. 



  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



  

HEART ATTACKS & HOT WATER 

A very good article which takes two minutes to read. 

 Heart Attacks And Drinking Warm Water 

This is a very good article. Not only about the warm water after your meal, but about Heart Attacks. The Chi-
nese and Japanese drink hot tea with their meals, not cold water, maybe it is time we adopt their drinking 

habit while eating. 

For those who like to drink cold water, this article is ap-
plicable to you. It is nice to have a cup of cold drink after 
a meal. However, the cold water will solidify the oily 
stuff that you have just consumed. It will slow down the 
digestion. Once this 'sludge' reacts with the acid, it will 
break down and be absorbed by the intestine faster than 
the solid food. It will line the intestine. Very soon, this 
will turn into fats and lead to cancer. It is best to drink hot 

soup or warm water after a meal. 

Common Symptoms Of Heart Attack… 

A serious note about heart attacks - You should know that 
not every heart attack symptom is going to be the left arm 

hurting . Be aware of intense pain in the jaw line. 

You may never have the first chest pain during the course 
of a heart attack. Nausea and intense sweating are also 
common symptoms. 60% of people who have a heart at-

tack while they are asleep do not wake up. Pain in the jaw can wake you from a sound sleep.  

Let's be careful and be aware. The more we know, the better chance we could survive.. 

A cardiologist says if everyone who reads this post shares it to 10 people, you can be sure that we'll save at 
least one life.  

Read this and send to a friend. It could save a life... So, please be a true friend and share this article with all 
your friends you care about. (and the ones you don’t!) 
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Help Wanted 
 
We are in need of cleaners for the hall so if you or someone you know is interested, 

please  contact Johnny Villeneuve at 613-838-2548. 



 

Glenn Wannamaker 01-May 

Elizabeth Brown 09-May 

Donald Buck 11-May 

Tom Beardsell 17-May 

Kent Boughton 17-May 

Rick Rabb 17-May 

Geoff Kilabuk 21-May 

Joan Frost 22-May 

Mavis Lewis 25-May 

Don Hall 30-May 

Branch Elections 
 

Nominations will be accepted by the Immediate Past President, Brian Goss, until May 3rd, two weeks prior 

to the Annual General Meeting to be held on May 17th, 2018. Based on the number of nominees, Branch 

Officers will then be elected or acclaimed for the 2018/2019 FY.  

 

No member shall be nominated for a position as a Branch Officer unless they have agreed, personally 

or in writing, their willingness to accept such an office. Nominees shall be members in good stand-

ing for at least one year prior to the date of the Annual General Meeting. 
 

A list of nominees for Branch Office shall be posted in the Branch at least seven (7) days prior to the 

Annual General Meeting. 
 

Candidates shall be elected or acclaimed to Branch Offices at the Annual General Meeting. Based on 

the number of nominations received for each position, the election process will be by acclamation 

(single nomination) or by ballot (multiple nominations). 
 

The Branch President shall so inform the Zone Commander at least seven (7) days in advance of the 

Branch 625 Annual General Meeting to determine the type of election process required, acclama-

tion or ballot. 

 

Please contact Brian Goss at 613-838-4269 for more information, to put your name forward or to nomi-

nate someone. 



Please  

Support 

Our  

Advertisers! 



 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

 

May 2018 

1 2 
Exercise 

 
Movie 

 

3 
Club 55  

elections 

4 
Exercise 
Euchre 

 

5 

6 
 

LA Euchre  
 

7 
Exercise 

 
Yoga 7 pm 

8 9 
Exercise 

 

10 11 
Exercise 
Euchre 

 

12 

13 
 
 

14 
Exercise 

 
Yoga 7 pm 

15 16 
Exercise  
Movie 

Quilters pm 
 

17 
Executive 

meeting  

General 

meeting & 

elections 

18 
Exercise 
Euchre 

 

19 

20 21 
Victoria 

Day 

22 23 
Exercise 

 

24 25 
Exercise 
Euchre 

Barbeque 

26 

27 28 
LA  

Elections 

 
Yoga 7pm 

29 30 31  

First Barbeque of the  

Season! 

 

 The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 625   

6430 Ottawa St.  Box 625,  

Richmond, Ontario K0A 2Z0 
 

  Phone 613-838-2644     
 

 Website: www.richmondlegion.ca  

Exercise begins at 9 a.m.     Coffee is served each weekday at 10 a.m. 

Euchre is 1:00 p.m. Movie is 2 pm 

Barbeque 4:30 to 6:30 pm  

Executive meeting is 11 am General meeting is 8 pm  Club 55 meeting is 10 am LA Meeting 11 am 


